Douglas County Board of Commissioners
8700 Hospital Drive ● Douglasville, GA 30134 ● Telephone 770.920.7247 ● Fax 770.920.7219
Purchasing Department

June 20, 2017
Re:

Ambulance
Douglas County Board of Commissioners
Solicitation No. 17-018

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
This Addendum No.1, to Douglas County's Invitation to Bid for an Ambulance, is hereby
issued to provide clarification to the Bid in the following particulars only, and is made a
part of the Bid document.
1. Vanner 1,000 watt inverter to provide 110V pow.er to ambulance while on
transport. YES inverter is required
2. Truck shall be CN-9 compliant with documentation, this includes all side facing
seats with a 4 point harness for crew safety. No. We want bench seat on Right
side with proper restraints
3. Three battery system with 3rd battery on slide out tray Depends on chassis style
Truck or Van
4. Four Whelen ION series grille lights YES
5. Cargo net at head of the squad bench YES
6. Inside outside access to backboard compt. YES
7. Type of computer that is to be provided. Panasonic Toughbook CF-20 mount to
be Gamber-Johnson mount that fits the body style that is ordered
8. The specifications call for either a Type I or Type III so presumably you want a
price on both. Dodge and Ford are available for the Type I. (Dodge offers a
gasoline engine option. Do you want a price on this as well?) Chevrolet and
Ford are available for the Type III. I also presume you would like a price on all
available chassis as well? Yes we want prices on all available. We prefer a
gasoline engine.
9. Please clarify “Curbside door shall be automatically lite when side or rear doors
are open.” Is this referring to a stepwell light? Yes the stepwell light and any
ground lighting at the side door.
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10. Please clarify “Oxygen set-up requirements” What specifically are you asking
for? Zinco or Equivalent mounting bracket for “M” cylinder. 3 02 Outlets (2 in
action area and 1 on squad bench side)
11. Please provide photos of the current ambulances to illustrate the paint layout,
lettering and graphics requirements. I tried checking on the web but could not
locate a clear photo of any DCFD ambulances. Also, do you want the rear of the
vehicle to have reflective chevrons? Yes chevrons are required on the rear of
the unit. Pictures attached. Graphics not shown in pictures to include 4” 5 digit
black vinyl State ID number and slide in number plates and brackets 1 on each
rear side of vehicle and 1 in a front tag holder to painted to match color of unit.
12. Please clarify “Unit shall come with computer and mounting system model and
series chosen by DCFD” As you can imagine, the prices vary widely based upon
which computer system and mounting platform chosen. Please specify the
system that you prefer. Panasonic CF-20 (most current year model) and
Gamber-Johnson mount compatible to the vehicle purchased.
13. Noticed that an inverter was not included in the specifications. While this is not
mandatory, it is customary to have one. Do you want an inverter? Yes an
inverter is mandatory.
Thank you for your attention to this Addendum No.1, and interest in Douglas County.
Please acknowledge receipt of this addendum via, return fax, at 770.920.7219 and
include this addendum and your acknowledgement in your bid/proposal package, not to
be counted as a part of any page limit.
All other terms and conditions of the Bid remain the same.
Sincerely,

Bill C. Peacock
Director, Purchasing

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
COMPANY: __________________________________________________________
SIGNATURE: _________________________________________________________
TITLE: _______________________________DATE: _________________________
We acknowledge receipt of your Addendum No. 1, Solicitation No 17-018.

